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Abstract
Fabrication of domain-boundary based thin-film devices needs to control the yield point of a strained/cooled ferroelastics. We
show that such control is possible by acoustic emission measurements using an integrated detector system. Through molecular
dynamics simulations, we find that in thin films, the potential energy reduction during the yield event can reach to 4 meV/atom,
and generate strain of 0.005 at the surface which lead to detectable acoustic emission signals.
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1. Introduction
Hierarchical domains in single crystals and thin films are often related to strain effects during (multi-) ferroic
phase transformations and occur spontaneously near the transition point or under external strain conditions [1]. The
importance of strain effects in magnetic films was pointed out by Pertsev [2], and the effect of the domain walls on
the conductivity of bismuth ferrite [3] and WO3 [4] is well established. In addition, the effect of domain nucleation
becomes even more pertinent when we consider device applications where the domain boundaries constitute the
functional element of the device. Typical examples are ferroelectric domain walls in non-polar matrices like CaTiO3
or SrTiO3 [5,6], superconducting ferroelastic domain walls in WO3 [4] and magnetic domain walls in Cr [7] and
other materials including flexing effects [8-10]. To fabricate such domain boundary devices one needs to optimize
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the density of domain boundaries. The highest concentration of domain boundaries, or the finest domain pattern,
occurs when the yield point is just overcome and the macroscopic stress has collapsed [11-14]. Any further strain
destroys domain boundaries and makes the device material less efficient. This correlation implies that the optimum
condition for high domain boundary concentrations is at the yield point of the strain-stress curve. This requires that
the yield point is monitored very carefully.
Here, in Fig.1 we sketch such a production --- monitoring device for the yield point in thin films: the substrate
may be heated (or cooled) and expand (or shrink). The two grey layers are two substrates which are needed to apply
the external field on the thin film device. The AE detector (with two Pt conducting layers and one piezoelectric
layer) is deposited adjacent to the thin film device, to collect the acoustic emission (AE) signals during the yield
event. In addition, one polymer layer is deposited between the piezoelectric monitor and the lower substrate, in order
to avoid the influence of substrate deformation on the AE signals.
The fundamental idea of the proposed detection method is that: when the imposed strain on the device material
(blue) passes the yield strain the material will generate the desired microstructure. This leads simultaneously to a
potential energy change of the sample which is abrupt and occurs only during the yield process. This energy change
occurs in jerks according to the nucleation and growth of each element in the complex domain pattern [11-14] and
lead to acoustic signals which travel to the sample surface [14]. This effect is commonly observed in bulk samples
and in very thick devices [15,16], here we argue that similar effects are likely in thin films when domain patterns
form. The displacement of lateral surface (due to the jerks) is then transmitted to the adjacent piezoelectric film
(indicated in red in Fig.1) which can then be used as acoustic emission detector measuring crackling noise related to
the domain nucleation. The key for the acoustic emission measurement is that any continuous displacement change
would lead to a weak background signal in the detector while abrupt jerks lead to short, intense pulses which can be
monitored with very high sensitivity.
The question is then whether piezoelectric signals are strong enough to be detected at the sample surface. The
detection limit can be calibrated from currently available acoustic emission detectors where the detection limit at the
interface is a strain of 10-3. In this paper we show that the amplitudes of interface strain between the sample and AE
detector are commonly surpassed in ferroelastic materials in the yield region.

Fig. 1. Schematic device design for a ferroic thin film (blue) strained by two substrates (grey).The soft polymer layer (green) is used to reduce the
effect of the substrate deformation on the AE signals collected by AE detector. When the yield point is crossed, the thin film will emit acoustic
waves which couple to the piezoelectric detector (red).

2. Simulation method
We simulate the interfacial strain by a model for the ferroelastic transitions based on string mediated interactions
[11-14]. The model used a generic two-body potential to represent the interactions of atoms in two-dimensional (2D)
system. The potential energy U(r) contains three parts, as the first-nearest atomic interactions of 10(r − 1)2, the
second-nearest interactions −10(r − 2 )2 + 2000(r − 2 )4 and the third-nearest interactions −(r − 2)4, where r is
atomic distance. This potential is developed based on Landau theory by choosing the shear angle as “order
parameter”, and it is generic to all ferroelastic materials for studying twinning and mobility of twin boundaries. The
details of properties obtained by this potential are described in our previous work [11-14]. The equilibrium unit cell
is in shape of parallelogram with the shear angle of 4 degrees. The initial condition is a sandwich twinned structure
containing two horizontal twin boundaries (shown in the insert figure of Fig.3(a)). The size of 2D simulation box is
200a × 202a (20 nm × 20.2nm) in xy plane, where a (= 1 Å) is the lattice repetition unit. The system was first
relaxed using a conjugate gradient refinement to find the optimal position for each lattice point. Molecular dynamics
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was then performed to anneal the configuration at 0.1 K for 3×106 time steps. The only relaxations which occurred
during the anneal were surface relaxations, no further microstructures developed. After this relaxation, the top and
bottom three-layered atoms were fixed rigidly as the loading grip, and external strain was applied via a global shear
of the two boundary layers. The shear was performed slowly over 3×106 time steps and output the data every 10 time
steps. The temperature of the sample was held at T = 0.1 K by the Nosé-Hoover thermostat [17,18]. For comparison,
the time scale of phonon excitation (one vibration) was about 50 time steps. All the calculations are performed using
the LAMMPS code [19]. We use a constant strain rate (10 -5 ps-1) and then display our results as function of time to
directly connect with the dynamics of acoustic emission.
3. Results
As the shear strain we applied will stabilize the top and bottom domain and destabilize the middle domain of the
model, the unstable domain in the elastic region collapses into a multitude of twinned nanodomains during the yield
region. Fig. 2 shows the evolution of microstructure during the yield region. Firstly a nuclei was generated at the
pre-existed domain boundary (Fig. 2(a)) and then simultaneously grew to the free surface and the other pre-existed
domain boundary (Figs. 2 (b)-(c)), and then the system form a complex domain pattern (Fig. 2d). We have chosen
the temperature and boundary conditions so that the resulting yield pattern remains relatively simple and the lattice
distortions are easy to follow in the computer simulation. Our yield pattern in Fig. 2(d) is simpler and contains fewer
domain boundaries than those of larger samples [11-14] and can be seen as the worst case scenario for the proposed
monitoring device.

Fig. 2. Evolution of microstructure of a sandwich twinned model during the yield process. The color scheme relates to the shear angle between
neighboring atoms, for details see references [11-14]. The middle domain (dark blue) contains some vertical and horizontal needle domains.

We now discuss details of the acoustic emission and the interfacial strain between the sample and the detector. As
shown in Fig. 3(a), the increasing shear strain is initially compensated by an elastic deformation until a threshold is
researched, after which the potential energy drops dramatically. The energy release of potential energy is integrated
over the entire sample and is displayed in Fig. 3(b). The total reduction of potential energy is ~4 meV/atom and
occurs over an initial time of ~4 ps (from t1-t3, the corresponding atomic configurations are shown in Fig.2(a)-2(c)).
The relaxation tail in Fig.3(b) extends over some additional 25 ps (from t3-t4, the corresponding atomic
configurations are shown in Figs. 2(c)-2(d)). The emitted kinetic energy of the event is shown in Fig. 3(b). The
kinetic energy increases by 0.08 meV/atom at the yield point, indicating that the remaining potential energy is 3.92
meV/atom. This massive decrease of the potential energy leads to displacements which propagate to the surface and
are observable as AE signals. The duration of the jerk is 4 ps with some additional relaxation which is much shorter
than the rise time of the detector (e.g. some 100 ns). This means that the jerk profile does not relate to the nucleation
event but displays simply the response function of the detection system. The kinetic energy is manifest in the
enhanced phonon energy seen as ‘ringing’ of the sample as shown by the ripples in the kinetic energy (0.08
meV/atom) in Fig. 3(b). The related phonon pressure is relatively small and we thus expect that local thermal
heating and thermal expansion do not lead to much displacement of the interface. We have tested the ‘phonon
cooling’ on very fast shear rates and found non-isothermal effects only at much higher impact rates. Nevertheless,
the kinetic energies in the simulations are useful for compare between different nano-structural changes and should
not be used as absolute measures for the energy dissipation. The potential energy depends very little on the details of
the simulation and we expect this value to be rather realistic for the assessment for the AE energies.
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Fig. 3. (a) The change of potential energy Pe during the whole loading process; the inserted figure in (a) shows the initial model; a sudden
collapse of potential energy Pe when the strain increases through the yield point, and the emission of kinetic energy Ke are shown in (b). The
change in potential energy is large compared with the increase in kinetic energy, and the strain jerks to the detector are proportional to the change
in potential energy. (c) shows the displacements of the surface atom B in x direction (hence at the interface with the piezoelectric detector, shown
in (d)) ;and the position changes of surface atoms (highlighted by red ellipse in Fig.2(d)) are shown in (d).

We then compared the atomic positions of the sample before and after the yield event. Fig. 3(d) shows the surface
atomic positions near the moving domain boundary in the upper part of the sample (highlighted by red ellipse in Fig.
2(d)). The longitudinal waves (inducing displacement along x axis) are largest near the moving domain boundaries
in the upper and lower part of sample and extend to about one lattice unit. The displacements are not confined to the
surface atoms (and hence the interface to the detector) but extend throughout the sample. The displacements of the
surface atom B (in Fig. 3(d)) in x direction are shown in Fig. 3 (c). The maximum displacements at the surface are
nearly one lattice repetition unit, i.e., the strain during the yield event is about 0.005 in our simulation. We can
compare this value with measured AE signals at different transformation strains. Strong AE was found in the B2–R
martensitic transformation of Ni–Ti–Fe with a spontaneous strain of 0.016 [20], while no AE signal was detected in
the phase transition of KMnF3 where the strain is << 10-3 [21]. These limits indicate that strain jerks of ~0.001
represent the lower limit for the sensitivity of current AE experiments. The proposed device is presumably more
sensitive because the detector is directly linked with the sample with optimal acoustic coupling. The calculated yield
strain of 0.005 should hence lead to a detectable acoustic signal. In addition, the electrical output in a test
arrangement was simulated in [22], a resulting voltage of 10-3 V was found for similar displacements in our case and
PZT as detector material. Furthermore, the signal is proportional to the total displacement, which is in turn
proportional to the sample size, so that the final electrical signal will be sufficiently large to be observed. Details of
design concepts are given in [23] with examples for application in [24].
We now compare our results with the sensitivity of previous acoustic emission measurements where the length of
the sample is well defined. The best example is the collapse of porous materials [25] where the length of the sample
is measured independently of the simultaneous acoustic emission. Taking the values given for the collapse of
alumina in [25] we find that a contraction of a sample by 0.1 mm takes some 2000 seconds. The total activity of
acoustic emission is some 104 counts per second. This leads to 2×108 counts/mm which extrapolates to some 20
counts per Angstrom contraction, which is the displacement in our simulation. The sample size is much bigger in the
case of collapsing porous materials (some 40 mm2 sample surface) but even a film with a reduced cross section by
100 would be AE active. Another experimental observation is the progression of an individual needle domain under
external stress [26]. The fastest advancement that was observed optically was 20 m s-1. This speed is similar to our
simulated increase speed of the surface deformation of 0.05 Å ps-1. Similar velocities were seen in ferroelectric
materials [27] and the possible jerk emission was mentioned as ‘Barkhausen effect’ for such films in [28].
Finally, we noted that the sensitivity of our proposed device may be much better than the conventional acoustic
emission devices for nanoindentation. In the conventional AE devices, the signal to noise ratio is low and the shape
of the waveform and the rise time are susceptible to the coupling conditions between the AE sensor and the tested
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material [29,30]. Although Tymiak and co-workers [31,32] obtained a higher AE signal by integrating a miniature
AE sensor into the indenter tip, such device cannot continuously collect the AE signals unless the indenter tip can
always be kept in contact with the sample surface.
4. Conclusion
In summary, we find that adding a (potentially sacrificial) piezoelectric thin film detector directly attached to a
ferroelastic functional thin film is likely to be sensitive enough to detect the yield event of ferroelastic materials. The
sensitivity may be largely enhanced in ceramic samples where the acoustic emission detector can simply be
deposited as thin film on to the surface of the sample. Yield point activities are then seen as large bursts or jerks as
well studied in the field of avalanche statistics.
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